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The popular Queen Cutlery Mountain Man was introduced in 1976 in three variations. The first production knives have
stainless steel (nickel steel?) liners, while the second production run has brass liners. Both these first two knives have a
“Mountain Man” arching across the blade with model number and "made in the USA" (along with the unique 1976 tang stamp).
Most of these knives were produced with a clean back on the blade, but some were also made with thumb cuts on the top of the
base of the blade. Each knife was barehead, with a nickel silver upper bolster, and delrin scales jigged in a brown Rogers bone
style.

Figure 1. 1976 Mountain Man, Brass liners on left, stainless steel on right.

Figure 2. Brass Mountain Man (above) and Stainless (below), both showing the same etch.
The third variation has a bold "tiger stripe" or exotic "buffalo horn" synthetic handle. The company never identified their
own name for this material, so informal collector are names are used. On this knife the blade etch is changed to “Mountain
Man” in-line with bold type and "stainless" in a smaller size. Made in the USA is not etched, but three rounded Mountains are

prominent in the background.

Figure 3. “Tiger Stripe” or “Buffalo Horn” third version of the 1976 Mountain Man

Figure 4. Close – up of the blade etch on the third Mountain Man version.
All three of these versions show the unique 1976 Queen Steel tang stamp and are identified as Model #1440. For, some
reason, the 1976 tang stamps frequently show some rust, as does this third version. This example also shows severe shrinkage
with the handle material, often seen in this third version. The scales of the knife seemed a little thin for such a large pattern and
the blade was not highly polished. The knife did not sell all that well and continues to be one of the lesser desired lockback
knives Queen produced. The knife remained available until 1981, a six-year run, although it is very unusual to find a sample with
other than the 1976 tang stamp.
It should be noticed that the Mountain Man was shown in the Queen 1972 catalog on page 6, but was not produced until
the bicentennial year, 1976. That catalog was the only catalog Queen used for the entire period of the 1970s. You can check
price lists for 1972 through 1974, but the #1440 starts to show up as being offered in price list 9/15/1975 and continues through
price list 10/18/1978, rising from an initial offering price of $7.50 to $8.80.

Figure 5. Queen Cutlery (Servotronics) 1972 catalog, p. 6.

The improvements in the knife and the quality finishing it received when revived in the Schatt and Morgan Series in 1992 in a twoblade version, quickly built its popularity and the knife returned to the catalog as the model #3L in 2002 and the #3 non-locking in 2006.
More on that story at another time.
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